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Adam was not the first person
We have all been told since Sunday school as children that Adam and Eve were the first
people that God had created on the Earth. What follows this non-biblical view point is a
teaching that reasons that since we all come from the same “parents” that we are all “God's
children” and that all nations, laws, races, and societies are equal and that the whole world
should be one family with no nations or differences guiding our actions. This line of thinking,
however, is based on a faulty foundation because Adam and Eve were not the first people to
inhabit the planet. Therefore all families of different races do not come from Adam and Eve.
The chronology of the Bible places Adam and Eve to have first appeared somewhere around
7500 years ago But solid science has shown that bones of non white people in Africa and Asia
have been excavated which date back hundreds of thousands of years. The institutional church
clergy simply say that these dated bones and artifacts are all just lies and that the Earth is only a
few thousand years old. Ironically it is true science and the Bible that are in step together, with
the clergy being the ones who are out of touch with God's Word and provable reality.
Real science (not including theories) is based on God's laws that govern the entire universe as
well as Earth. God's scientific law of genetics declares that all living things reproduce after
their own kind. This is because the DNA blueprint is “locked-in” to make this fact rule in
nature. This law is quoted in Scripture as “everything created brought forth after its kind and
God saw that it was good” (Genesis 1:12, 21, 24, 25 - paraphrased) If, as the Scriptures tell us,
Adam and Eve we were white, then we could never get a black or yellow offspring anywhere
down the line because there were never any black or yellow race DNA code in two white
parents who were of “their own kind”. This is God's law and the Bible says “God saw that it
was good”. This is also true science. Genetically, like kind produces like kind.
Furthermore, the Bible never said that God created the Earth in seven 24 hours days. The
original Hebrew text more strongly implies that the Genesis “days” of creation were in fact
“ages” with each age being hundreds of thousands or even millions of years long each. Adam
only appeared at the very end of these long periods of time about 7500 years ago. But the dark
races have been on Earth for ages. Where the standard church Bibles read “days” for the time
frame by which God created the Earth, a diligent Hebrew text Bible translation of 1903 The
Ferrar Fenton Bible translates the Hebrew here as “This was the close and the dawn of the first
age”(Gen.1:5) “This was the close and the dawn of the second age” (Gen.1:8) --- and so on for
the other so called “days” of creation.
Adam and Eve were the first of our white (and eventually Saxon) family. They were not the
first two legged beings on Earth. The word Adam in Hebrew is the word AW-DAWM which
means “rosy, ruddy complexioned, able to blush in the face”. (see Strong's Hebrew dictionary
#119, 120) This does not describe a person of a dark race. The Scriptures further tell us that
the people who descended from Adam were “fair, ruddy”, which follows “kind after kind”.
(Gen.12:14; I Sam.17:42). Not all races come from Adam and Eve.
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